The core technical issue in XML message brokers, which play a key role in exchanging information in ubiquitous environments, is processing a large set of continuous XPath queries over incoming XML streams. In this paper, a new system as an epochal solution for this issue is proposed. The system is designed to minimize the runtime workload of continuous query processing by transforming XPath expressions and XML streams into newly proposed data structures and matching them efficiently. Also, system performances are estimated both in terms of space and time, and verified through a variety of experimental studies, showing that the proposed system is practically linear-scalable and stable in terms of processing a set of XPath queries in a continuous and timely fashion.
Introduction
Beyond a substitution for HTML on the web, XML stands in the spotlight as the basic data format in ubiquitous environments including web services such as SOAP and WSDL, B2B (business to business) transactions and personalized content delivery [6] . In these fields, one of the main research issues is XML message brokers that enable applications to exchange information by sending XML messages and subscribing to such messages [7] . The core technical challenge in such systems is to process a large set of XPath [1] queries over a continuously incoming stream of XML packets.
XPath expressions are composed of a sequence of location steps consisting of an axis, a node test and zero or more predicates [4] . An axis specifies the hierarchical relationship between the nodes: parent-child(/), descendant-orself(//). A node test is typically a name test, which can be a fragment name or a wildcard(*) that matches any fragment name.
Data streams are continuous, unbounded, possibly rapid and time-varying. Similarly to long-running continuous queries [8] in these data streams, XPath queries over XML streams are expected to produce answers in a continuous and timely fashion. This paper focuses on minimizing the workload of query processing at runtime by transforming XPath expressions into newly proposed efficient data structures.
In order to process continuous XPath queries, it is necessary to define the logical unit of an infinite XML stream in which the queries are processed. The logical unit should preserve not only the semantics of the stream data but also the syntactic principles to make automatic separations possible by some rules. In this paper, the pattern of an XML stream is assumed to be an infinite repetition of the uppermost element except the virtual root element on the DTD and its contents, such as a series of XML packets or messages. In this pattern, a logical unit for an XML stream should be the uppermost element except the root and its contents. This logical unit is called a chunk of the stream.
In particular, the uppermost element of each chunk in the stream is called a seed element of the stream.
One of the major difficulties in processing XPath queries is dealing with descendant-or-self(//) axes or wildcard(*) elements that matches any elements, since they make the queries non-deterministic. In order to solve this problem, navigation-based algorithms have been proposed by employing an NFA (Non-deterministic Finite Automata) with a secondary data structure such as a runtime stack [4] or transforming an NFA to a DFA (Deterministic Finite Automata) at runtime [7] , [9] . The major drawback of these approaches is the increase in runtime overhead caused by trying to solve non-deterministic states lazily at runtime. In this paper, in order to lessen this burden, a strategy in which each descendant-or-self axis or wildcard in XPath queries is transformed into more than one simple parent-child(/) axes by means of referring to the DTD for the XML stream is proposed. This strategy not only makes any XPath query deterministic and simple but also minimizes the runtime overhead because non-deterministic states in the query are solved before runtime.
Another difficulty in processing XPath queries involves processing repeated elements. In the case in which a repeated element is located on the branching point in a nonlinear XPath query containing predicates, it is not easy to judge whether the same instances of the branching element are used on the paths for its branched descendant fragments (elements or attributes) that the query matches. In this paper, in order to cope with this problem, the global sequence number which is sequentially assigned to each fragment in a stream chunk is used. This sequence number is called the version of the fragment and it is checked whether or not the versions of the branching elements on the paths of the matched branched fragments are equal to each other. For example, the query q 1 in Fig. 1 fragments c and w. This query result can be acquired by showing that the versions of the branching elements y for the matched fragments c and w are not equal-respectively 4 and 10.
The goal of this paper can be summarized as follows: Given an XPath query set Q and a target XML stream S, propose efficient data structures and matching algorithm for processing queries in Q concurrently over the stream S in a continuous and timely fashion. Constraints The proposed approach of this paper may not work well if a given DTD is a recursive one, which allows recursive occurrences of the same element. But this case can still be solved if a few constraints for XML documents generated from the DTD, such as the maximum depth of the document and the maximum number of occurrences for a recursive element, are given. Related works Several researches have concentrated on how to evaluate multiple XPath queries over large XML datasets. XFilter [2] builds a FSM (Finite State Machine) for each XPath query and employs a query index on all the FSMs. YFilter [4] combines all of the XPath queries into a single NFA, supporting shared processing of the common prefixes among all navigation paths. Index-Filter [5] uses indexes built over the document tags, in order to filter out large portions of the input XML document that aren't guaranteed to be part of any match. XTrie [3] handles treeshaped path expressions involving predicates in a trie structure. XPush [7] proposes a single deterministic pushdown automata (PDA) to be lazily constructed from XPath queries in order to prevent the rapid increase of states. While the work of this paper is based on the concept of continuous queries (CQ) processing, these researches don't give explicit solutions to processing XPath queries over XML streams in a continuous fashion. Also, as stated previously, these researches try to solve non-deterministic situations at runtime, resulting in an increase in runtime workload, both with respect to space and time. Paper outline The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, the proposed system and matching algorithm is stated in detail. In Sect. 3, the performances of the proposed system are estimated. In Sect. 4, the system performances are analyzed through a series of experiments. Section 5 presents our conclusions.
Architecture and Algorithm

Notations and Examples
When multiple XPath queries are processed concurrently, it is likely that significant commonalities between the specifications of the queries exist. To eliminate redundant processing while answering the XPath queries, it is recommended to identify the query commonalities and combine the specifications of the XPath queries into a single identical structure, called a prefix tree [5] . All of the XPath queries can be combined into the one prefix tree rooted at a root element R.
For the query q, some notations are assumed.
• prefix q (x) returns a sequence of location steps from a root element R to the fragment x on the query q.
• branching q (x) returns a set of branching elements for the fragment x on the query q. Given a prefix-tree T (Q) = (V T , E T ) for a query set Q, some notations are assumed.
• For a node v ∈ V T , label(v) returns the label (fragment name) associated with the node v. A node is classified as two types: i-node and p-node. If the fragment corresponding to the node is located on the predicate conditions or the last position on a query q ∈ Q, the node is a p-node. Otherwise, the node is an i-node.
• For a node v ∈ V T , qset(v) returns a set of XPath queries that are associated with the node v. And for a query q ∈ Q, vset(q) returns a set of nodes that are associated with the query q.
• Given the seed node corresponding to the seed element, denoted by v s , path(v) returns a sequence of labels and axes from v s to the node v. Figure 1 shows an XML stream S , the DTD of stream S and a set of five XPath queries Q, which are used as examples in the following sections. The stream S consists of a virtual root element R defined in its DTD, and a series of two chunks, C 1 and C 2 . Also, the uppermost element x in each chunk plays a role as the seed element of stream S .
System Overview
As shown in Fig. 2 , a target system consists of two kinds of components: query-side components and stream-side components. Query-side components are constructed by compiling a set of target XPath queries. The first process for compiling a set of queries is to construct a prefix-tree called an XP-tree for the query set. An XP-tree is transformed into a set of lists called an XP-table, which refer to the DTD of a target XML stream.
Stream-side components are constructed at runtime. An incoming stream is transformed into a stream relation called an SR in a chunk unit through a SAX parser. Each tuple of SR includes the prefix and text value of the fragment, and also includes versions for the fragments consisting of its prefix, in order to cope with non-linear queries. The XPtable matching result over an SR is written to a sparse matrix called a MEM, which is evaluated to output the final result of each query through an XP-expression for the query.
Query-Side Components
Query-side components consist of three data structures: XPtree, XP-table and XP-expression. An XP-tree is a prefixtree for representing a set of continuous XPath queries.
Definition 1. (XP-tree)
Given a prefix-tree T (Q) = (V T , E T ) for a continuous query set Q, T (Q) is an XP-tree for the query set Q, denoted by an XP-tree(Q), if a set of nodes V T are satisfied as follows:
• For a p-node v ∈ V T , the node v keeps a set of (q, op, val) triples, denoted by a qov set(v), where q ∈ qset(v). op and val are respectively an operator and operand, associated with the attribute label(v) or the child text element, i.e., text(), of the element label(v) on the query q. For a triple (q, op, val) ∈ qov set(v), a set of values that satisfies op and val conditions is denoted by a nqv set v (q).
• For a node v 1 ∈ vset(q) except v R and a set of nodes V ⊂ vset(q), v 1 keeps a set of (q, V) pairs, denoted by a bran set(v 1 ), satisfying that q ∈ qset(v 1 ) and label(v 1 ) ∈ branching q (label(v 2 )) for any p-node v 2 ∈ V. Figure 3 shows the XP-tree for the five XPath queries in Fig. 1. In Fig. 3 , qov set(v 4 ) = {(q 1 , null, null), (q 2 , null, null)}, since the op and val part of qov set(v 4 ) are meaningless. The role of the node v 4 in the queries {q 1 , q 2 } is only to check whether the prefix corresponding to path(v 4 ) exists in a target XML stream. In this case, both nqv set v4 (q 1 ) and nqv set v4 (q 2 ) are (−∞, ∞).
The bran set(v) for the node v is kept in order to compare the versions of branching element label(v) on the prefixes of fragments corresponding to branched p-nodes in an non-linear XPath query. For example, the node v 2 has the bran set( Fig. 3 . The pair (q 1 , {v 3 , v 4 }) indicates that the element y's version on the prefix q1 (c) and the element y's version on the prefix q1 (w) should be the same. In the same way, the pair (q 2 , {v 4 , v 5 }) does so. It is careful that the bran set(v s ) is defined empty, since a seed element within a chunk appears only one i.e., always has the same version.
As described in Sect. 2.2, an XP-tree is transformed into a sequence of lists called an XP-table. Each list (row) in the XP-table is constructed by the f-sequence, which is converted from the XP-tree node.
Definition 2. (f-sequence)
Given an XP-tree(Q) = (V T , E T ), a set of f-sequences fseq(v) for a node v ∈ V T satisfies the following:
• Otherwise, for an f-sequence f ∈ fseq(v), f is a sequence of fragments, from the seed element to the fragment corresponding to the node v. The relationship between two adjacent fragments in the f-sequence f is always a parent-child relationship, making certain that each relationship between two adjacent nodes on the path(v) of the XP-tree(Q) always matches the relationship between corresponding fragments on the fsequence f .
The conversion from the node v to its fseq(v) is performed by referring to the DTD of a target XML stream. If there are neither ancestor-descendant edges nor wildcard nodes on the path(v), the conversion is straightforward. Otherwise, all the possible f-sequences that can match the path(v) should be searched on the specified DTD recursively in a depth-first manner, since the number of f-sequences in the fseq(v) can be more than one (non-deterministic). For example, since the path(v 6 ) = R/x//p has a ancestordescendant edge in the XP-tree of Fig. 3 , the fseq(v 6 ) has two members: xyp and xup. The same f-sequences converted from different nodes in the XP-tree(Q) are shared, such as the f-sequence xyp converted from three nodes {v 5 , v 6 , v 8 } in the XP-tree of Fig. 3 . This case is denoted by xyp ∈ fseq(V),
Each f-sequence converted from the nodes of XP-tree constructs its own list, which constitutes an XP- In Fig. 4 , the list whose f-sequence is xyw, which is converted from the node v 4 of the XP-tree in Fig. 3 , has one cell with its interval (−∞, ∞) and its set of (q, v) pairs {(q 1 , v 4 ), (q 2 , v 4 ), (q 5 , v 4 )}. This means that the f-sequence xyw appearing in a target XML stream matches the queries {q 1 , q 2 , q 5 }, whatever the child text value of the last element w is. Another example is the list whose f-sequence is xyp, which is converted from a set of nodes V = {v 5 , v 6 , v 8 }. This list has four cells with intervals (−∞, 100), [100, 140), [140, 180] and (180, ∞) respectively, since the three members of qov set(V) = {(q 2 , ≥, 100), (q 3 , ≥, 140), (q 4 , ≤, 180)} divide a whole interval (−∞, ∞) into four sub-intervals with the boundaries 100, 140 and 180. Fig. 4 The XP-table for the XP-tree in Fig. 3 .
The final result of a query q ∈ Q can be acquired by an expression, denoted by a node exp(q), which combines the matching results of nodes related to the query q. If the query q is non-linear, for a pair (q, V) ∈ bran set(v) in the XP-tree(Q), the version of the element corresponding to the branching node v on the path of each node in the node set V should be compared with each other. For these version comparisons for the query q, a new structure, denoted by a ver comp(q), is introduced.
Definition 4. (XP-expression)
Given an XP-tree(Q) = (V T , E T ) for the query set Q and the stream S , an XP-expression(q) for the query q ∈ Q consists of a node exp(q) and a ver comp(q). Each is defined as follows:
• node exp(q) = ϕ •
ver comp(q) = {(|fseq(v)|, vset(q))|(q, vset(q)) ∈ bran set(v)} where |fseq(v)| is the length of fseq(v).
In order to find the location of the element corresponding to the node v on the f-sequence, | f seq(v)| in the ver comp(q) is used.
Stream-Side Components
In the target system, stream-side components consist of a SAX parser and a stream relation, called an SR, produced by the SAX parser. Each tuple of SR corresponds to a fragment in an XML stream. Each tuple has three attributes: a sequence of fragments from the root element to the current fragment, the value of the current fragment and a list of versions for the fragment sequence.
Definition 5. (SR)
Given an XML stream S and a fragment f ∈ S , an SR for the stream S , denoted by an S R(S ), is a stream relation whose tuple corresponds to the fragment f . Each tuple in the S R(S ) has three attributes: <frag seq>, <val>, and <ver list>. Let fragseq( f ) = f 1 f 2 · · · f be a sequence of fragments from the root element R to the fragment f on the stream S , val( f ) be the value of the fragment f , and ver( f ) be the version of the fragment f . Three attributes of the tuple corresponding to the fragment f in the SR(S ) are
ver(x) where x ∈ fragseq( f ) and ρ is an ordered list.
val( f ) is the value of the fragment f if f is an attribute. Otherwise, val( f ) is the child text value of the fragment f .
An SR is constructed by parsing a target XML stream with a SAX parser. A SAX parser generates several types of events when it reads an XML document. The proposed system provides three call-back functions [startElement(), characters(), endElement()] corresponding to these event types. It is enough to build an SR from the stream S to maintain only two additional global variables together with these call-back functions. One is a variable, denoted by fragseq S , for keeping the fragseq( f ) for the current fragment f, and the other is a variable, denoted by ver S , for keeping the ver( f ) for the fragment f . The implementations of theses functions are simple, as follows: Figure 5 shows the SR for the chunk C 1 of the stream S in Fig. 1 . Since each SAX event is processed in O(1) time, the time that is required to build an SR from a target XML stream is generalized as O(1) processing time.
Basic Matching Algorithm
An XPath query is repeatedly performed for each chunk in a target XML stream. Algorithm 1 shows the basic matching algorithm of the query set Q over the stream S . The matching process of Q and S is summarized as follows:
Visiting each list in the XP-table(Q) in sequence, find the tuples of SR(S c ), each <frag seq> of which is consistent with the f-sequence of the visited list in the XP-table(Q), and scan the cells of the visited list matched with the <val>'s of the found tuples. (line 5-13 in Algorithm 1)
The results of cell scanning are written to a matching evaluation matrix, called a MEM.
Definition 6. (MEM)
Given a set of XPath queries Q = {q 1 , . . . , q n }, its XP-tree(Q) = (V T , E T ), the current chunk S c of the stream S and an ordered list ρ, a MEM for the query set Q over the chunk S c , denoted by a MEM(Q, S c ), is a sparse matrix, defined as follows:
v j ∈ V T and |V T | is the number of nodes in the XP-tree(Q) and Figure 6 shows the MEM, the XP-expression and final results for matching five queries with the chunk C 1 of the stream S in Fig. 1. In Fig. 6 , the final result of the query q 1 is false, in spite of The size of XP-table is mainly decided by the number of (q, v) pairs in the cells of its lists. Since the number of fsequences for the node v ∈ V XP-table , where path(v) contains descendant-or-self axes or wildcards, can be more than one, qov set(v) may be converted redundantly into several lists whose f-sequences correspond to the path(v). The redundancy coefficient concerned with this conversion, denoted by ξ, is defined as ξ = v∈V XP-table
Estimations
A query having p p-nodes on the XP-tree(Q) is called
In the qov set(V XP-table ), the ratio of the number of (q, op, val) triples where each op is an equal operator (=) to the total number of (q, op, val) triples, is denoted by p e . And the ratio of other cases where each op is a non-equal or null operator is denoted by p n . Since p e and p n cover all of the cases about (q, op, val) triples, p e + p n = 1.
Theorem 1.
The size of XP- In a triple (q, op, val) ∈ qov set(v) for a node v ∈ V f i ,  the triple (q, op, val) is converted to a (q, v) 
At runtime, the required memory is decided by an SR and a MEM. The average number of fragments that the current chunk S c of the stream S has, denoted by |S c |, is more or less different from the total number of descendant-orself fragments of the seed element defined in the DTD of the stream S , denoted by |S dtd |, because of optional and repeated fragments. The average ratio of |S c | to |S dtd | is defined as a fragment repetition coefficient for the stream S , denoted by τ. 
Experimental Result
This paper's proposed techniques are implemented in C, and all of the experiments are performed on a Pentium III 1 Ghz processor with 1 GM main memory, running on Linux 9.0. The experiments are run on a 9.71 MB (2,500 chunks) XML document of Protein dataset (pir.georgetown.edu) whose maximum depth is 7. In order to exactly apply the concept that an XML stream is the infinitive repetition of XML chunks, the Protein dataset and its DTD are slightly modified so that a seed element is <ProteinEntry>, which is defined as a repeated element, in place of <ProteinDatabase>. Text values in this dataset are substituted variously using a SAX parser, in order to vary the selectivity of the target query set. In order to generate a set of synthetic XPath queries, the modified version of the YFilter's XPath generator (yfilter.cs. berkeley.edu), which generates predicate conditions using the text values that can be true on at least some target XML chunks, is used. The settings of several experimental parameters introduced in Sect. 3 are in Table 1 . Figure 7 shows the size of XP-table(Q) |XP-table(Q)| for the given query set Q, varying the number of queries in Q. In addition, this figure shows how much the probability of a descendant-or-self axis and wildcard, denoted by p d , has an effect on |XP-table(Q)|. This figure shows that the non-deterministic situations of queries don't have disastrous results for the performance of the target system, regardless of more or fewer differences according to an experimental dataset. In Fig. 8 , the size of MEM(Q, S c )|MEM(Q, S c )| is measured as an average size per chunk for 2,500 chunks consisting of the Protein dataset. And the selectivity of query set s is measured as an average selectivity per chunk. The |S dtd | of dataset is 131. Figure 8 The resulting processing time of each experiment in Fig. 9 is the total time that it takes to process the whole dataset of 2,500 chunks. For the simplicity of these experiments, a new parameter µ, such that µ = p(ξ + 2sτ), is introduced. With Theorem 3, the processing time t(Q, S ) in each experiment in Fig. 9 can be expressed as follows: + H ME M(Q,S k ) Figure 9 (a) shows t(Q, S ) according to the parameter µ, varying the number of queries in the query set Q. As shown in this figure, t(Q, S ) is increased in proportion to the number of queries in Q as well as the parameter µ, as asserted in Theorem 3. Figure 9 (b) shows t(Q, S ) according to the number of cells per list in the XP-table(Q), together with t(Q, S ) resulting from applying YFilter's algorithm [4] to 2,500 queries under the same conditions. The experimental results in this figure are due to the decrease of s according to the increase of C, similarly to the case of Fig. 8 (b) . On the other hand, there is little difference in the processing time of YFilter in spite of the decrease of s. Figure 10 shows the processing time per 100 chunks in the Protein dataset, according to the number of queries in a given query set Q. In this experiment, the time that it takes to process newly arriving 100 chunks is recorded, as the query set Q is processed for the dataset arriving in a streaming manner. As shown in this figure, the processing time of each 100 chunks is practically steady in every query set, although there exist some variations during the process due to the differences in the size of the stream chunks.
Conclusions
In this paper, data structures and algorithms for minimizing the runtime workload of multiple continuous XPath queries over XML streams are proposed. Non-deterministic situations in XPath queries can be solved before runtime by query transformations referring to DTD. And non-linear queries with predicates can easily be processed by simply calculating logical expressions and comparing the versions of branching elements on the paths of queries. Also, various experiments verify performance estimations, ensuring the scalability and stability of the system. The proposed system gives fundamentals to advanced topics, such as XQuery processing [12] , stream join algorithm [10] , aggregation and approximation such as load shedding [11] . Future research will explore extending the system to support these facilities.
